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I. He Who Sows the Wind
Shall Reap the Whirlwind

,

.
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CONTI~ARY
LO popular legend, the "Black Sea Revolt*' was
not limited to the mutinies of the crews of the French war'
ships which wcre sent to the Black Sea in 1919, but was
a molt of much larger ppoFtiona It induded the mutinies of the Fren& t m p s stational in the Southern
C.
Ukraine and the Crimea (February-May, lg~g), the mutinies of the a e w s of the French warship in the Black Sea
(April-August, 1919) and the mutinies of French sailors on
sbip outside the Blad: Sea md in F ~ c porn
h
( J uI ~
August, 1919).Thus these revolts represcntd an immense
movement against the military attack ofFrench imperialism
a p h t the great t m c i d h Saviet Republic
13011rgeni.sand Social-Demacratic spokesmen have often
I
asserted &at the primary muse of the mutiniear in the
Ukraine and the Black Sea was the bad conditions w i d
w
which the troops a d the crepvs had to put up. T o be sum,
the F
d soldiers and sailom on the 3lack Sea and in
Russia were very ill-fed, badly housed, and mntily d
d
for life in a culd country; very few leaves we+ granted, and
l e t m were a rare o c c u r m a . Still, &%were on the whole
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mu& h t u r

,;

ibe ol&rs under continuous b-

bdment in the trenches on the Vardar and in Champagne,

or the sailors on the high seas in constant danger
submarines and mines.
T h e muses of the mutinies were entirely difkrent.
AGAINST THE ANTX-SOVIET WAR

T o every mldier, even the most simple, the armistice of
November, 1918, had one definite and dear meaning-at
Iast the imperialist war was over1
But, on December 18, 1918, the 156th Division, di*
patrhed from Saloniki, landed at Odessa; all day long the
French soldiers were engaged in severe fighting at the side
of Russian White Guard officers of the "Volunteer" A m y
against t h i n i a n soldiers; the fit-e or g~ltliiand canno~lwas
distinctly heard aboard the warships lying in the roadsread
ready for battle. Why, chis memt that the war was starting
all over again! The continual skirmishes that followed the
landing, then the departwe for a new front and the first
battles, opened the eya of the soldiers and sailors and set
them thinking.
"In ~rzkeethe war has ended," they thought, "but here
we are starting it all over again. And against a people's republict" That was what the soldiem and saiIom all said.
THE TREMENDOUS INFLUENCE OF T H E
SOCIALIST REVOLU'I'ION IN RUSSIA

At the same time news of the powerful advance of the
revolutiolutry movement in Fmnw and throughout .the
world filmed t h ~ u g hto the soldiers and sailors. From men
who had been on leave, from letters and, above all, from
the new recruits 01 the young cla5ses they learned of the
.situation in France, of the unemployment and high cost of
living, the rising wave of strikes and the huge .workers1
demonstrations for bread and progress, against Clemen-
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cuaub military dictatorship and against the military intervention in Russia. Similar news mme from dl pacts of the
world,
The worken of Germany, Austria and Hungary were
fighting an armed struggle, and revolutionary strikes rn
raging in Italy, Spain, Switzerland, all over Europe, and in
far-away Argentina. The bourgmis newspapers were wmpelled to report the formation of "Soviets of workers and
soldiers." These were the expression of determination to
fight against the bourgeois regime which was responsible far
the war; a confused expression, however, h u s e the Saciab
Democrats who dominatccl these assembles practically
everywhew were doing their utmost to rescue the bourgeoisie.
The prestige of the sodalist revolution in R d a was
growing immensely. The martyred people, ahwe all the
soldiers, saw in the Ruarsian Revolution the living embodiment of the way out of the agony they had endured in the
months which had passed, the answer to the quadon of
how to get rid, once and for all, of thee responsible for
their long sufferings and interminable misery, of how to put
an end forever to the hated imperialist wars.
The French soldiers and sailom saw b e f m &em the
mvolution which xvas rousing the nmses of the people in
France.
WYNNSNC

THE ARMY FOR THP. CAUSE OF THE PEOPLE

It must be bezasnstantIy borne in mind, however, that very
little would have been accomplished had it not been for
the fact that a revolutionary working dass party of a new
type existed in Russia, a party which h e w how to approach
the soldiers of the foreign invading armies, which always

found the vital arguments which these soldiers found convincing; a party which was able to organize propaganda
5

kthe "enemy" troops dapite the terrible conditions
of the military dictatorship; a party w h w members were
devoted to the muse of the workem, the ause oE the p p l e ,
the muse for which they were always ready to sacrifice their
pmoxrg

w

It was the intelligence, the activity and the heroism of
the Bolsheviks and of the Russian workers whom they led -

that awakened the dass-consciousnas of the French workers
in military uniform.

1

Torvam the ctld of 1918, the -4lIied tnmps, by virtuc
a special &use in the November 1 1 Armistice, had vinuall

!I troops the activity by means of which

they had prwiousl!l

I

a

I

damnh-of the Fench wldiars and sailors. or' that
they were eagcrly accepted and read. The Re.mldi

I

ptoyed every meam "to maintain the mode!'.It spread
famtastik stories about children being dew,uted and p f i h em quartered. The Bolddks d k l in their l a e t a . in

I

and the Crimea siucc the beginning oE thi year. ~ a t u r a l l ~ l
they mncenmted their &m on the most dedsive factor
the French army and navy. The British bankem and Iords
as has always been their custom, let o h r s do their fightin
for them.
The soldiers and sailom learned from the Bolshevikl
pamphlets and newspaprs published in French that they
had been assigned to play the role of counter-rwolutionary 1

which h e y showed who were the real murderers, the butchen of tbe people. They explained what the October Socidist

Revolution really was, what i t st&
lor, and what it meant
for the 'workers of the whale world.
The French Command institutd a reghe of terror and
murder. During the night of March 1, the heroic Jeanne
Labourbe, a French tea&,
and ten other C O ~ T ~ #five
,
of them women. were executed without a trid-shot with
revolvers by French and Russian White Guard officers. But
other hema 1-k their place, and the work continued.
The Military Police of the Army of the Orient, directed
by the sinher Benoist, multiplied its acls of provocation,
committing the worst oE uimes and torturing and murdering prisoners. One of the victims was Ivan Smirnov, a leading member of the Bolshevik Party in Odessa. The French
warships bombarded Kherson at close range, kiHing women
and children. The Bolshwih kept up their activity. The
grumbling among the French troops was becoming louder
and louder. French soldiers in Wessa were beginning to
protest mom and more vehemently when Russian workers
were led off u, prison.
At the beginning of February, 1919, there was serious
agitation in the ranks of he almy; toward the end of
March it became quite deep and afEected even the noncommissioned &cers. The French .Army was thus partially
neutdzed.

By the' end of January the ring had c l a d around the
sourhem part of Russia. The m u p i e d zone extended from
Tiraspof, in the Ukraine, a d skirted the entire coast of
the Black Sea. The troop protecting the rear of the White
Guards in the Ukraine and in the Crimea were ma&.up of
FW nch, Greeks, Poles. Serbians and Rursian White Guards.
8

The French imperialists did everything they could to
a general mobiIization d e d in Rumania.
The movement developed in three principal s w :
It began with the soldiers' refusal to march. That was
the first form of resistance. O n January 80, a battalion oi
the gBth Infantry (Avignon), supported by twb battalions
of the 2nd Mountain Artillery (Nice), was marched Erom
Berader in Bessarabia with the object of seizing Tirarspol.
At the first chatter of the machheguns the 58ch cut short
the battle and fell back, taking along the artillq and
cutting its telephone eommuniations.
. The 56th went to Tiraspol, which had h e n captured on
February 7 by the Poles supported by the gorst Arrno~~ed
Car Regiment, but only after the men had been promid
that there would be no fighting. The regiment was disarmed
and evacuated to Morocoo.
On March 7, 1919,two companies of the 176th lnfan try
refused to march to Kherson. They disorganized the front,
whi& was held by the Greek regiments, and k b y made
it easier for the Red detachments tacapture the city. Similar
incidents took place nearly everywhere. Thus, for example,
the 1st Zouave Route Regiment ol Africa and the 19th
Artillery refused to harness the horses for their pieces at
the time of the attack uupo Odessa on April 5.
But the soldiers no longer limited themselves to refusing
ta march. A company of the 7th Engineem, influend by
militant t d e union members comectal with the Bolsheviks drove away their oEmm and handed over their material to the workers. It was with great difficuIty that they
wcm prevailed upon to follow the army on its mreat to
Akkerman.
On April 5. Odessa was evacuated. Whole units quit the
dty singing-the Inteortationale. Gteek units often a c i d e d
the rebellious French battalions. The higher
and
the generals left the city by sea. or fled in alltomobiles. The
9

every mce of military discipline gone. it became m s s a r y
ta d it becL to F r a n .
On the Bessarabian Croat, at Henrler, the units of the

THE REVOLT

The sailors witnesged t
h £rightfuldisorder h a t artadel
the mamation of Chha. There was W y any d e p l i n e
left on b o d rhe Ups. On practidy all the warships
the lower ranking o&m in the engine rooms made oomm n cause with the crews. The lotver of6cers on deck remained neucrat
It was no Ionget a question of merelynrefusing to march.
Feeling was running so high thar the least incident was
bound to precipitate an open rwolt with a'demand that the
General Statf order the &ips back to Fmce. That was the
second stage of the m W i m
On April 16, at midnight, A d r d hiarty logether with
I
three other &om was m t e d at Galatz, Rumania, as he
retuned on board the desuoyet Prolet, on which h e . s e d
as chief enghm. lldarcy and aweral ocher sailors, who had
left Odem a few days before, had warked out a plan for - I

evening of April lg the mdt bmke out abaard the baufeship France in the Sevastopol roadstead, from where the

.

battleship had for two days (April 16 and 17) shelled she
Red Army kmp approaching the city. The next morning,
April m o , the crews of the sister ships, the France and the
Jean-Bart-the latter the Bagship of the A d d r a l + h e d
on deck.singingthe Zntmssfionak, a d mn up the the @
on the bowsprit. Great agitation reigned on all the other
warship. Meetings were held by the mews on wery ahip.
In the afternoon a huge demonstration was held on the
principal streets of Seoastopo1, the French tailors hterniaing with the Russian workem The enthusiasm was Indescribable. Almost at the very moment that the red flag
was being hoisted on the mainmast of the Fmnce, the
troops which had been landed from thx &ipleft their
Eom and made their way to the shore. When they.d v e d
at the dock, the sailors, shouting "Down with the tyrants
and the warl", Hung their ammunition bow into the sea.
In the days that followd they fomd the quadron to depart
Lrom Sevastopol. Before ~ ~ r i ldl
i 8the warship had sailed
for France, except for the jeandart, the Admiral's @$p,
which stayed at Constantinople for a h t a month.
Throughout this month the a m demonstrstied pmdmlly
every day tn the streets of the dty, singing the Young W r d .
Andrt Many, imprisoned at Galatz, s u d e d in establishing contact with the soldiers of the 4th Colonial Regiment who guarded him, and through them with workers of
the Left-wing group of the hid-Derncmatic Party of
Rumania. On April ag, Marry was musferred to the heavy
cruiser Waideck-Rous$eau, which was threatening Odessa,
then al-y
in the hands of the Soviets. Marty managed to
get in touch with the mew, and on April 97 they too mutided and hoisted the red flag.
The molt had been p r e p a d very arefuIIy. The offioera
were driven to the stern of the ship, where they were
guarded by m e d members of the crew. The sailors tmk
over the radio. Landry, the M.inister of the Navy, later ad1l

,

mitred that this revolt had been the most serious ok all.
(Unfortunately, a few minutes before the mutiny started,
the Rear Admiral, forewarned by a spy, had Marty unm p e d l y 'transferred to a destroyer. H e was taken to Constantinople where he was kept in a Turkish prison attached
to the FrenEA embassy.)
The destroyer Fauconneau joined the movement. On the
Waldeck-Roweatr, a petty officer of the engine mom presented the Admiral with the ultimatum: "Either we return
to France at once, or we take the cruiser into d m k in the
port of Od-"
The Admiral complied with the request
of the men. The warship left Odessa for Fance.

For three months similar demonstrations and mutinies
followed one upon another on all the warships in the Black
Sea. The Iast mutiny took place on August 7, on the Tauare& which was iying outside Odessa harbor.
The blockade was broken.

-

IN FRANCE AHD

O N A I L THE SEAS

One after the other, the warship returned to France. The
mutineers, who did not suspect anything amiss, were 'given
leave." Once they were without a m , the "ringleaders"
were arrested.
In spite of the r i g o m government censorship, exact informasion abut the Russian Revolution and a b u t the
mutinies began to spread. After that it was no longer a
question of isolated revolt3 but of a wid~pread insurrectionary movement. Almost everywhere larger or smaller
committees of saiIors were formed, more or less seaetly.
The agitation was most serious in Toulon prance's big
navy yard on the Mediterranean]. Despite the state of
siege, the sailors held meetings on the glacis of the ramparts,
after having driven out the commander of the naval fort-

1

sailors and soldiers took p h a in the city. The crew of the
battleship P r ~ e n c e ,the hgship of the First Admiral, refused to mil far the Black Sea. The demands were: "Release
oE all the mutineers of the Black Sea, cessation of the war
nE intervention in Russia, immediate demobilization." A
mtnmittee of sailors took upon itself the functions of a
revolutionary committee and invited delegates of the soldiers and rhe Navy Yaxd workers to join it. The mounted
military police and the cawdry succeeded in preventing an
attack u p the naval prison, but only after a red battle
with the sailors,
Demonstrations of similar nature took place in Bmt.
Later, demonstrations an a somewhat smaller & took
place in other parts, O n June ig, the battleship Voltaire at
Bizerte, in North Africa, refused to sail for the Black Sea.
Some of the sailm tried ta spread the movement to the
rest of the squadrm Hearing of the events in Russia,
demonsmtiona were held on a11 the warship+haya under
the s a m e slogans. We may mention particularly the demonstration on board the d s e r Guichen at Itea, Greece, on
June 46, and on the enrisei d'Estrdes at Vladivwtok on
Allgust 14.
In France, the sailors demonstrated everywhere. Often
they were joined by soldiers, as was the case in Touloose
{the unit invdved was the 117th Heavy Artillery) on
May 20.
The government could only stem this vast movement by
a mass demobilization, by quickly disarming many warships,
and by realling from Rusia dl the ships and the forces
of intetvention.
Thus it was chat the French imperiaIists, who hrsd sown
the wind, reaped the whirlwind.
Following arc a few-out of hund-isodes
of that
great epic.

DU~UMG
the early years of the agitation for the release of P
the sailom of the Black Sea, the idea developed that the?
French soldiem and sailors, placed in the midst of h e r
Russian proletariaus, were &ed
away by the general en-.
rhusirrsm, haway their anns and Eraternid with thesf
rwoluttonary workers. Such a conception tended to rep-?'
resent the revolt on the Black Sea in a dstngerously over-hi
simplified and inexact light and is entirely at variance with5
the suth.
I n a detailed study of the Moscow uprising of December,l
t~og,L a i n shows clearly that fraternization is the culmina-k
tion of the struggle which the working dpvr party must!,

Sea were ;he mult of a fierce struggle. O n the om han
the French General Staff tried hard to maintain discipline
to make sure that the mobiiized workem and pe
remained at the service of the insatiable appetita of Fre

imperialism. O n the other h a d , the Bolshevik Party s
no efEwt to awaken the dasa consciousness of the
people in soldiers' and sailors' uniforms, and to show the

that heir true inrmts demanded that they support the
proletarian revolution.
'To be sure, the objective situation favorad the work oE
the Bolsheviks. Tliere were the bad material conditions
of the soldiers and sailors, the uemendous rise of the RYO.
lutiomuy wave in France and throughout Eumpe, news of
which penetrated into the army "through every pcwe" (letters, men on leave, etc), and, finally, the growing pmtige
of the great socialist October Revolution. But, without the
systematic activity of the Bolshevik Party, without the
heroic d c a on the pan of the Communhts and other
revolutionary workem of O d a , Xhamn, S w ~ p o l as
,
well as of group of Jass conscious Fren& soldiers and sailors, the French imperialha would have had s&cient time
to replace thdr "unreliable" military fowes before there
was a chance for the r w o l t to break out. This must never

Even before the depart= for Russia, the High Command of the Army of the Orient was worrkd about tbis
rwolutionary activity. In thc middle of November, tg18,
General Franchet & E s p y , the commadinchief,
warned all, the ~~of the army axpa a d of the
other units of the army and the navy that "the moment
military operations are shifted to Russian territory, there
w i l l be the danger that active rwolutionary propaganda
may be attempted among the tmp."
H e instructed "all commanders of unita and dl

.

O n December 8, CoIonel Charpy, Chief of St& himself
m e to the mldiers of the 156th Division to explain the
wason for their departure for Russia. He told them that the
-pation
would: be temporary, and that tbe soldiers
would' be given excellent quarters in the big. cities. The
next day, the 156th Division was asembled at Varria. Its
cammandcr, Genera1 Borius, came in p e w n to speak to
tbe men.
"He announced that we would soon embark," m o t e
Eugenc R.of the 1st African Route Regiment.
The gelled went on to explain:
' W e ;ire not going there 10 fight. 11~cidenta11~.
we could
not k h t there, since we are not at war with Russia. But
you must know that there are many brigands among the
Bolsheviks, cornmoll criminals who have esrmped prison and
who are terrorizing, pillaging and starving the entire popu- 1
Iation, including the workers, of course. It is to enable
chis population to get f& that we are going there. W e
want to get them something to eat."

However, feeling was already running high among the
soldiers. Thus, Eugene R.writes further:

"Two days later we were at Saloniki. We were to embark
the following morning. I saw secret meetings held wher- 1
ever 3 went. Eveybody was determined to refuse to leave.
X loaded my ri0e, released the safety catch, and went to bed.
I d d not sleep all night, thinking of what I was going to
do. I had no intention of leaving. But how was I to act?
1 had loaded my rifle, evidently in the hope that I would
make use of it. What was going to happen? Unfortunately,
nothing happend. W e embarked in the morning without
any resistance."
The promises of the General Staf€, including the promise
of an earIy dernobdization, had achieved their purpose.
16
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Nothing happened either during the embarkation or during the forcible landing at Odessa on December 18.
What was missing was the activity of the Bolshevik
Party.
During the first days of the occupation, the Command,
Eorcseeing that revolutionary activity would be carried on
among the troop, distributed leaflets and newspaperswritten in French-in which the 3olsheviks were represented as bandits. The oficcn spread stories systernaticallp about
the torture and murder of prisoners, about the "nationalization of women," about a "ferwious dictatorship of a
few leaders like Lenin, protected by Mongolian regiments,"
and so on. The soldiers found the same stories retold in
the F ~ n c hbourgeois and social-patriotic presethe only
newspapers they could get. There was even a belief-and
the of6m-s did everythiag to maintain it-that the woxd
"Bolshevik" was dcrivcd from the wold "Boche,"* and that
Lenin was a German agent,which was the reason why Russia had signed a separate peace and thus enabled the Central Powm to hurl all their armies against Frauce.
Another factor that favored the counter-revolutionary
activities was the relaxation which their stay in the towns
of the Ukraine and the Crimea provided the m p who
had come iron1 the mountains of Serbia and M a d o n i a , or
imm the French front. When questioned, all the soldiers
answered that "We're better oE here than among the bursti ng shells in Monastir." Everybdy remembered the months
and the years of sufSering, of malaria and dysentery.
After the lasses and frightful difiiculties attending the offensive and advanm of September-Omkr, 1918, in Macedonia and Serbia, the calm of the first days was welcomed
with joy. All the soldiers had the physical and nioral feeling that the war was over, and that they would return to
France within a few days.

-

The French chaurinintlc name for "German."'--Edd
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THE BOUIiEVIKS

AT WORK

But once they were installed, they began to reflect. Their
quarters were bad; the f& was of the most fantastic kind;
letters Iron1 Fxance ttmk an impossibly long tirue-mity a
month or even a month and a half. Soon the R u s h winter arrived. It inflicted terrible suffering on the men, who
aerc clresscd in their usual clothes, their heads covered only
wiib c a p or steel helmets, amd without any cfiective p r e
tcction against the cold.
Leaves of a k n c e were practically stopped ox\.i~lgto tlre
sharp duction in the number of soldiers. And the soldiers, who muM not afbrd to buy extra i d because of
the tremendous rise in prices, saw their officers running
from banquet to banquet and from one orgy to another.
As the days rolled by everybody waitcd with mnstantly
inmeasing impatience tor tbe demobilization which was so
II
extremely slow in coming. In order to quiet the mobilized
Inen, the pvmnment announced, on February s5, ig 19,
that the soldiers would receive a demobilization bonus of
250 frana and an additional Mteen franc3 for every month
of active m i c e upon their dirrcharge from the army. .But 8
on March n I a press u)m~nuniquespecified that "demohiIization will depend on the signing of the prelin~inarypeace

.

tams."

All these muses of discontent had existed during the
entire imperialist war: tbey had exist4 in addition to the
frightful cam- and terrible &rings in the trenches.
And yet, with the exception of the great mutinies of 19 I 7,
they had stirred up v e y few revolts.
But in the Ukraine, the Crimea and in k a r a b i a &ere
were the Bolsheviks who explained to the soldim .the w n a t e *eason for their dimes and sufferirqp-the war from
which -only Ihe riehqmhd. The~propngnda &e BoIsheviks always had. the sect of immediately showing the.
18
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soldim that their most modest demands depended on thc
sdhtion of the great political problems of the hour, ad,
a b v e all, on the ending of the intervention. All this m
explained in such simple terms and so clearly that even
the leaat educated undastmd it.
. Bur how much patima was needed, and what organhational efforts and sacrifices the militant Bolsheviks had to
make in order to learn the temper and the demands of the
so1dim-s and sailors, to write and print the l d a a d papers, and, then, to distribute them1
I n January the first shots were exchanged with rhe Red
Army and the partisans.
"Our officers have lied to us, they have deceived us!" the
French soldiers and sailors could bc heard saying Werywhere. "Weare starting the war here all over again!"
Immediately a leaflet, or a worker propagandist, or a soldier propagandist would appear: 'Yes, you are starting the
war all over again! The French apitalists are not satisfied
with the riches they have stolen with the blood of the -1dim and the misery of the workers and peasants1 Look at
the m i n e in the Donetz Basin; they are no l o n p ttre
property of your e x p l o i ~ t h F
e n c h apitalists; they bclong to the R h n workers. And you haw to suffer and
die while your family is waiting for p u in m i q , in d e r
to seize these mines for the nao ruling families!"

Simple ideas, which everyone could understand. The arof men and material further confinned these statements. The soldiers and sailors now
wanted to know against whom they were fighting. Who
was the enemy, and where was he? Who were the Bolsheviks? What did they want?
They found prompt and dear -em
to t h e queethm
in the Bolshevik leaflets.
rival of reinforcements

19

The nonsense and lies released in tomnts every day by
the entire bourgeois and sdal-patriotic p m now backfired against their own authom Now they were received
by the pen with the usual amment: "Brrnk."
This marked the m l l a p of the counter-revolutionary
propaganda, while, at the same time, the sympathy for the
revolutionary Russian people was constantly grawing. With
each day that p d the Ikilshevib were winning over ever
larger sections of the French army. The frequent arrests
and executions no longer struck fear into the hearts of the
men; on the contrary, they a r o u d their unanimous indignation.
French $01wrote more and more for the newspaper
Le Communtstc, published (illegally, of course) ia French.
Here is one of the articles:
'kHE TReTaUM ABOUT OUR SO-CALLED VOLUMTARY

STAY IN ODESSA

(A letter by French soldiers lo their Russian comrades)

"Several months ago, when victory was still in the balance, Clemenau, the man who may be desdbed as the

big dictator, fearing the wavering among the soldiers and
in l i e rear, d d d in the Chamber of Deputies:
" 'We will light until we attain find victory, but, once
i t is attained, we shall not continue the war a single hour.'

"Despite these promisa, however, we are continuing the
war.
"When we arrived in O k we did not realize what the
plans of our government were, and we knew nothing about
the politid situation in tbe city. O n December 18, b W y
obeying our officers, the servants of capital, we insulted the
p p k whom we did not as yet know and who stand for
chat just Constitution, the Soviet Republic Fwgive rrs,
SO

.

'

mrnvades and brothers; DqnJtreprd us as r n b m s , for
on the day of December 18 we did not u n h ~ C a n dwhy we
otened fire.
"Today we have the right to ask why it is that when
R d a was headed by a tsar, by an autoaatic despot, our
government was on friendly terms with her. Now everything has changed. Russia is now undeniably a republic,
a Soviet republic Are not our two sister republics akin in
their ideas and tendencies? Could not they unite and work
for a conunon cause?
"Is it perhaps because the Soviet republic is too social-

istic?
"The trouble is that our rulers do not exmebi the will
of &he people, but are concerned only wiih their own
interests. They are suppressing our own liberty when they
send us to stifle the international movement for social l i b
eration of which we stand so much in need.
"Onr place i s not here. We have parents who are waiting

€orour return in the districts that have been likrated from
the German militarism At a time when the most urgent and
necessary task of our government should be to restore normal liIc in the country, both momlly and materially, it is
busy hindering the liberation of the Russian people.
"Our choice has been made. We are waiting impatiently
for the tiby when we will be able to relate what is happening here, and to o p m the eyes of the French workers whose
minds have been confused by the lies of the entire government fires& W e are anxiow to come to the aid of the Soviet
republicJ the republic of workers and pe~sants~
t h~ oniy
truly d e m o ~ a t i cand social republic.
'7Vitb friendly greetiugs,
"A Group of Frmch Soldiers."
The agitation was csonstandy intensified. Its forms were
well adapted to the F r e n a It was spread by word of
mouth and, a b e all, by means of songs. As usual, and
as had been the custom all through the war, the soldiers
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and sailors tmk popular songs of the day a d
One of the most popular was the Odcsra Wafh
the tune of Strong Men of the Moon. Here am its
"Alter eight days on the high seas
We've arrivcd at last in Odessa town.
The Russians celebrated the went
With cannon and uintouka* shots.
W e were made to join LIE
Volunreea,
A mrps made up of &em,
So that we would our bmthers fightFor the Bolsheviks are workers all.

Refro in
You who run the sl~ow
Becaurre you've got the dough
And piles of stocks and bonds,

If you want the wh,
Make hate to embark,

Ye capitalistsFor the true poilus,
Thwre ~ h fought
o
in the war,
Are dhmined today
Not to 6ght any more,
Nor their brothers to kill
Or by them k tilled.
Wareenduringour~lot
Untilthcdayoffraedom~;
We're wlkring in silenm m,
Fur soon we'll all be going home.
But More we leave for France
A present we I d take along
T o give it on the day of mkoning
T o our deputies, to Clemenceau.
Ituwiaa frrr rille.

We'll sing to them again
This little refrain
Until we are hoarse.
In Rzissia, barons and sirs,
There was no money to he got.
And that'e where you Iogt out.
All we've got there is &a,
And thew we'U bring back.
Don't put on any airs,
For we're honat and square,
And we'll deliver thaw socks
O n your jaw."

And on ;he warships, after the Song of the Beans allrl the
Saitol'j Coniplainl (sung in the French navy since Colkrt!),
there already resounded the immortal song of revolt and
strugg1eHpn to the r p h .
In their rage, police spies murdered Jeanne Labourbe,
three young washewomen, the h e militant fighters
Michael Shrilikvert and Ivan Smirnov, both Ieading members of tbe Odessa Committee of the ]Bolshevik Party. But
the raging OE the Command was in vain1 They were no
longer in control of their tmp.

IV. Glory to the 58th

.

"Your anger was legitimate , ,
His W l k no one wants to kill
For the sake of the rich who rule.
Salute, salute and hail,
Brave mldiers of the i7thl"-Hyma lo the 17th.

THEHONOR of having been

the first to refuse to fight the
soviet revolution belongs to the 58th Infantry
Regiment (Avipnon).
In January the reg;"ent was stationed at Bender, on
the right bank of the Dniester. Facing Bender, on the other
side of the river, is the town of Tiraspol, which was held
by the Soviets.
Here are the facts as told by participants:

&t

"On February t m e of us were sent to recunnoiier in
TiraspoL We had hardly entered the town when we were
made prisoners and d h m e d . After king quationed for
some time, the Bolsheviks said to us;
" 'If you comxades had captured us, you would have shot
us. But we say to you: You arc free. We know what your
chiefs am worth, who are your enemies as well as ours. Here
are your weapons. You may go. And tell your comrades that
we wish them no harm. We are even prepared to receive
them. as brothers, but on one condition-that they come
without arms.'
"We left. I had a feeling, as had the ather comrades, that
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had been sent as a patrol in the hope that we would
b m m e involved in hostilities which would serve a8 a p w
text for start in^ a battIe. The level-heddness of tbe ' W s '
had thwarted ?hat maneuver.
"When we returhed, naturally we told the entire battalion what had happened. It made a considerable impression and aroused p a t enthusiasm. The soldiers began to
see how the war shauld be ended.
"On February 4, rweille was sound& at four o ' d d in
the morning for the xd Battalion. The battalion was in
full kit, but its destination was unknown. A detachment
of the nd Mountain Artillerg Regiment (Nice) was algo
KO set out. Many of usr took the artillerymen aside and
r e p d e d them for d n g along. Finally we marched.
When we arrived at the stream, the discontent bemm loud.
'So,that's what it is1 W e are ta invade Russia1 It's the war
again! We've had enough1 Euought' the men shouted.
"The o&r in m m m d made a speech:
" 'Weare only going to garrison TiraspoI, where we are
to secure our food supplies.
The R u s h borrowed
money horn us, which they refuse to pay us. We shall
encounter revolutionary patrols; but s i n e they are badly
commanded and lack arms, the Bolsheviks will flee, and
we shaU enter the town without firing a shot.'
"Grumbling, we set out. As soon as we came in view of
the town. we were formed in battle array, The word was
pas&: 'Nofiring.'
"At that very momeit there appeared a Russian bearing
the h g of m c e . H e asked for the 'chief,' oux commander.
H e pointed out to him that we were on Ukrainian territory
and that we must withdraw.
" '1 have o r d k to take Tiraspol before noon, and talw
it I will,' the commander barked.
'The Rudan then dedared that the town was open to
him on condition that he entered without arms.
"The commander repated what he had said before.
" 'Is this the last word?' the Russian a3ked.
" 'Yes,,'the commander replied.

.. .
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"The Russian then told the commander that we would
be given forty-eight hours to withdraw beyond the ailway
line, and he assured us that there would be no bloodshed.
The Russian then withdrew.
' W e advanced. When we weie within two kilometers of
the town we deployed for firing. Suddenly a Red d i n e gun opened fire. We dropped on our bellies and lay ftat
in the snow, Behind us our artillery opened fire. At a b u t
three o'clock, when the shooting had died down a tittle,
cam packed with nonambatants-women and dildrenbegan to leave the town hrom the other side. Our artillery
again opened fire, shelling the &B.
In a quarter of an
hour I a n t e d nine carts which had been swept with shrap.
nel. Women and children were fleeing through the plain.
Incidentally, the artiIlerymen did not see whom they were

!
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indignant at this melty. We packed up, cur
the telephone wires of the artillery and returned to Bender.
Naturally, there remained nothing for our ofticem and the
artillery to do but to beat a remat in their turn.
"On February 6 we were again assembled. We were
brdered to set out again. G e n d refusal prevailed. 'No,
nol' the m l d h shouted 'War haa not been declared upon
Rusk! Tfie d t i c e has been signed1 We will not d l '
" T k e shouts were beard enrywhere- The commander
was furious, but he had to give in. The soldieru were armed,
a d he realized that it would be dangerous to insist. W e
were locked up in the fort. A pevnal appeal waa made
to each of uar to sign up as a volunteer to 6ght the Bolshevik Everybody refused. For three days the whole regiment
was under arrest, Every morning we r e d in the order of
the day that 'all the men are held for invatigation to be
tried by a court-mania1.'
"On February 8 they wanted us to set out for T h p o l
again. The officers told us that the town had been mptured
and that there would he no fightin& but we did not believe
them. FinaIly we declared that we would go only by mit
(a distance of five kilometers) and on condition that the
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in rhe front cars. M d m gulls were mounted
in the entrances of the an behid those .of the dm',
ready m go into action if it should turn out that we had
been deceived again. When we arrived in the town we
w i t n u i d the lase executions by P o w detachments: Fiftynine workers had k n shot; one worker had been released
so that he wauM go back to report the treatment meted

o&cm ride

out toJbI~hwika.
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The 58th was evacuated and returned to France.
Glory to the @&I
Glory to the ~75thlnfanvy and the
176th Idantry, to the 1st African Route Regiment, the
19th
the 7th Pioneers, a d others, which continu4
the glorious revolutionary traditions of the French people.
the traditions of the 17th Regiment in i g q , and that of
the 217th and 15ed in 1917!

V. A Squadron in Revolt

ON APRIL 15 the battleship France sailed from the harbor
of O d a . Its crew had been andent revolutionaries for
months. The men of the landing parti= had described,
upon their return on board, the disorder that had attended
the evacuation. They had also brought with them Bolshevik
leaflets. Discontent was rife:
"Far from demobilizing us, tbey are forcing us to start
the war again. And we, ourselves red slaves, will be made
to mawtcre the very people who have risen against a slavery
worse than ours."
The revolt was now a question of days, perhaps of hours.
When the ship put in at Swastopol oa the morning of
April 16, a landing party was immediately sent to the northem fort. Admirstl Amet went there and delivered his usud
speech: "You are f a d with dangerous bandits. They are
killing women, children and old people. We have been sent
here to stop their crimes. I hope that you will do your
duty." And on'and on.
In the morning of the 17th the ship took up positio~l
in the outer roatlstead. At 4 o*dock in the evening the
bugles sounded, calling the men to their battle posts. The
majority of the crew failed to respond. They took shelter
in the latrines. The oficers had a hard time manning the
six-inch grms which o p e d a barrage. The J m w B a r f t h e
admiral's flagd$pand the Ifergniaud also opened fire. This
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night. The bombardment continued
until five o'clock in the morning of rbe 18th. The men
began to talk openly of throwing the &cers overboami.
The proteats k a m e loud. The adrairstl was b
d At six
o'cIdc in the evening the battleship returned to the inner
madstead. The sailors Vuillemin, Ddarue, Goette and
Semux were arrested and locked up on board the ship.
Anger mounted. Sailors gathered in groups, asking one
another: "What are we waiting for? Why don't we free
ottr comrades!"
SATURDAY, APRIL

19

The France, as well as the Jean-Bart, Vcrgniaud, Justice
and Du Chavkr, was Iying in che inner roadstead, ready for
battle. At about three o'dmk in the afternoon the sew
learned that on the next day, which was Easter, they would
have to load seven hundred tons of cod on the shipmAt

once indignation reigned. The men had counted on getting two days' rest to compensate them for their work of
coaling at Odessa. The sailors were seething with anger.
At 4:3n P.M. the usual - m y
of saluting the coIors was
held. When the flag was raised, eighteen sailors, among
them Fratchis, Doublier, Huret and R i m , refused to
salute. Then the word was passed: "All t h e who do not
want to work at coaling tomomrw will come to the forecastle head after the 'up all hammocks' signal."
All through the evening meal there was extreme excitement. The mcn grumbled and gibed. After the h a r n m h
had been put up four hundred sailors gathered on the fore
wtle head. This was a normal procedure and the oflice~fthe-watch was not rvorried The other officers began their
dinner. The ,chief p t t g officer and the pctty officers were
at their posts an the deck and at the main storeroom.
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Suddenly there was an outburst of song. The men sang
the Song OJ Odessu. Cries pierced the calm of the spring
evening! "No d n g l Neither Sunday nor Mondayt" The
master-at--,
h u m , came on the scene. He asked for
silenee and tried to tell the men that t h i s was no way to
make their demands known. In answer, the Iights were put
out, and the men began to sing the Inttmationalc. Juat
then E
m the Jean-Bart could be heard t h e same song.
The oficers, infuriated, came out on the quarterdeck.
Wid1 sh~wtsof "to armri Throw them [the officers1 overLn~rdlLet's p t our rifles!" the sailan rushed toward tlie
quarterdeck, knocking over the niasier-at-arms.
On the middlc deck the sailors encountered the Executive Officer, Commander Mevre, who was accompanied by
the master-atarms. The officers were nowhere to be seen:
the commander had ordered them to a m and assemble
semtly
Lefw~
ordered the men off to bed. The sailors replied
with shouts of "Death!" At this the master-at-arms was
buued in the stomach by a sailor whom he had tried to seize
and drag to a cell. The sailor had covered his face with
his hands m as not m be recognized. The demonettarors
continued on their way to the quarterdeck. First Lieutenant Commander Gauthier de Kemoal came forward to ask
them what the crew demanded. He assured them that he
would transmit all their wishes to thc.cornmander. He was
greeted with hoots and laughter, but finally he succeeded
in having the crew appint their spokesmen. He gave them
his word of honor that no disciplinary measures would be
taken against the delegate.
The sailom Notta and Doublier explained to him that
the crew did not want to work at maling either on Easter
Sunday or Monday. And Notta added: "What are we doing
.in Russia? \ V t don't want to
against the workers, who
are our bmthen. And we want shore libmty."

.
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The throng d sailors shouted: "To arms! Let's get ou
flesl" But Notta told them nor to take to arms, that i
would be fmliiih-it would compromise their -use!
It was ha1 past eight in the evening. The sailors listen
to him. This was a grave error, which was to imperil
movement at its very inception,
The sailors then marched to the bow, singing the I n
nationale. T l ~ went
y
down to the priscln and opened t
cells, freeing ihe three prisonen, Dalarue, Coetae an
Vuillemin, the latter held in solitary confinement.
demonstrators paraded on the main deck. shouting
stantly, "To armsl" But they did not take them. The
returned to the formu& head to elect delegates ap
quested by the First Lieutenant, The men, with the
l e d prisoners now in their midst, were wild with enth
siasm Vuillemin and Doublier, engine room hands,
Notta, an ordinary sailor, were elected delegates. Again
strains oE the Itatmatimale filled the air. The crew
the Jean-Bart joined in the song. It was g:jo.
Mrcsrd had mme to them that the landing party ha
refused to make preparations for fighting the Bolsheviks.
Their wpresentative was Elecrricial~Pcty Officer Duboulm.
The sailors decided to get in touch with the Jean-Bart
a i ~ r lthe Uor Chartin, E
m whose decks could be heard
singing of the Artoulabionale. A p u p of sailors, toget
with the delegates, embarked on a steam launch, despi
objections oE the oficer-of-thewatch, Electridan tiel
ant fSes de Berc.
Many sailors aboard the Jean-Bart had now joined in th
inging 01 rwoIutionary songs. The Iaunch of the Fra
stopped alongside the JeumBart. The delegates asked
sailors of the Jean-Bart what their dawn& were. T

R w h l " The delegates of the France boarded th

us all back to France." The sailors of the Jean-Bart ampted
the suggestions and again started singing the bterntltionale.
SAUaRSAlYU AN ADMI-

I n the meantime Vice-Admid Amet, commmder-inchief of the Black Sea Fleet, arrived on board the France,
accompanied by the commander, hi Executive Officer and
First Ueutenant.
The mutineers came out w meet him. The sailon and

But he was immediately interrupted with shouts of
"Death to the tyrantl Catch him1 Death!" T b e Admiral
then changed h i 5 theme. First he announced that Sevastop1 would soon be evacuated Then he started to desaibe I
what Bohhevism meant. When he d d that the Bdsbwiks
were bandits, one of the mutineers interrupted him: "You're
Bandit Number One yourself1 For having the itch you Iet '
me rot in a dark celI! It was you who condemned sailors
to five and ten years' hard labor on the lightest pretextl"
Every phrase of the Admiral was interrupted with shouts
and hi-:
'We lies! He is trying to sing us a bHabye!
nerve! It's all h!"

-

preaching!" and then "Death to the tyrantl Bandit! Murdererl Back to Toulon! T o Toulonl"

Notta came forward and courteowly laid before him the
demands of the crew:
1.

Na maling either on the 80th or on the atst.
of intervention in R b i a and immediate

a. Cesation

"

return to France.
3. Shore liberty.
q. No harsh discipline.
5. Better f d .
6. More frequent mail servioe.
7. Demobilization of the old classes, etc.

'The war in Russia is against t h ~onstitution,"he said.
"Clemenceau has violated the Constitution."
Admiral Amct answered by referring to the iron aidpliae in the Red Army. Notta then asked him how many
s o l d h had been executed in the French army, particularly after the mutinies of April, 1g 1 7 . Another sailor itlcerposed: "I spent four months in a cell on board, with only
one hour of fresh air a day." Another sailor shoutdi
" h t it, you tyt;zntl" The demonstrators then turned their
backs on the Admiral and marched to the fowcastle dcck
singing the Intewtionale and Bhouting "To Toulonl T o
Toulonl'~
The Admiral. furious, turned mound to leave, threatcning Notta: ''Tomo~owyou'll repent this!"
The singing was amtinued on the forecastle deck. Together with the mew of the Jean-Bart they sang the ItrlernaCionnle* the Song of the B ~ a n s and
,
the Song a# Od~sm.

VI. The Red Battleship

APRIL za, Easter, a general holiday. A splendid sun
shone in the sky, and the weather was fme all day. On the
battleship, the men arow late. On bard the France,
although reveille wag laber than usual, not a man jumped
from his hammock at the sound of the blaring bugle, and
the master-at-arms, who came around as u d to rouse the
tardy ones, was met with a chon3 of cries and the banging
of sabra a d shoes The tiam thing happened on the
Jean-Bart.
But, since it had been agreed on board the France
that a big meeting would be held on the Lo-de
dedtat8ara,themengotupabout7oidOcL.The&
never tasted aa good as it did chat morning. Appamntly
the Command had supplied the k t modm far .the crew
on U s m i o n . Immediately after breakfast dl the men
congregated on the forecastle head. Sewral group were
sent out to round up the few sailom who had gone to work.
Only the gangs of m g i n w m m men in dmge af the lighting and the pump remained below deck,
At 8 A.M. the flag was ta be raised. And here an unforgettable spectacle unfolded itself in the d m air of the morning:
RacticaIIy every sailor on the Franrc and the Jeun-Bart
was standing on the wst forecastle heads of t i e battleships, and, instead of saluting the ttim1or k i n g r a i d on
t h m
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the stem, t h y faced fmmd and sang the I n ~ i o n a l e
while the red h g was being hoisted on the b w q r i t .
The dbm on the France weredumbfouncted. The mowmen&which they had hoped wouM d m down during the
night, had taken on unexpected proportiom
The three delegates, Vuillemin, Doubiier and Notta,
appmachd the commander to lay before bim the demands
of the sew, as had been agreed with the Executive Officer
the night before. The First Lieutenant Commander de
Kermoal at first refused to Iisten to them, saying that he
could aaept only the complaints of individuals. A discussion ensued. In the end the oflieer agreed to receive the
delegates Vuillemin reiterated the desire of the mew to
go back m F r a u immediately aad to stop the war against
the W k s , which wss unconstitutional because Parliament had never voted for it. The Firat Lieutenant answered
that he had no right to discuss the subject, sinae he was
"not p t e d on it." Finally he accepted some of the &man& The delegates took the rtply back to the 'forearstle
head, but before speaking they insisted that the red flag

k remod

'Comda" Notta said, "the First Lieutenant wishes you
to know that he is prepared to intewene on our behalf
that no disciplinary masum be taken against anyone, but
he w i l l & m on condition &at otder and quiet are
restored"

H e was interrupted with h u t s : 'That won't do! We
must haw a rest! lt'8 a holidayt"
The d m , dissatiasd with the reply, hoisted the red
flag again. By now, aImmt the whole u t w was massed on
the fot.emstle head and again they sang the Internatiotaale,
the Hymn to the 17th and the Song of the Beans. The
oEmr-of-the-mtch, Lieurnant Barbier, and Lieutenant
Bb de Bmc, misted by the first master-at-arms, tried in
vain to quiet the mew. The sailors kept on singing. Lieu35

tenant Barbier, pointing to the red flag, shouted to b e men,
"You don't realhe what thi rag meanal This is civil -1"
Angry voices an~wered:"All the worse for you1 You're
getting: what you wanted!" Enraged, the officer made a
half turn and withdrew. At that moment two hundted
demonauatorn formed a triple line m front of the red hg.
Fracchis brought a message from the Jean-Bort: "Let all
&e men on leave come ashore dressed any way at all."
The message further said that the civilian population was
waiting for them. After some discussion, VuiUemin moved
that they stay a h d By p i n g ashore they ran the risk
of being shot at; they would go down at s P.M. to laok for
the landing party. This motion was adopted.
The delegation returned to the First Lieutenant. But
they got no answer. The crew, their discontent rising,
again started to sing the Inbemattoncrk and the Song of
Odessa. At g : q A+". ViiAdmiral Amet came on board,
accompanied by the commander, his Executive Officer and
First Lieuteriant. ?'his time his manner was mu& less
brutal than the previous day. When he reachd the first
line that protected the red flag, he was warned by the
sailors that if he advanced one step further he tvould be
thrown into the sea.
The delegates asked far silence, and the Admiral war
given a chance to speak.

"My children," he began, "I have not mme to remove
the red flag, but to tell you that you will regret what you
have done, and that you will have cause to q e n t i ~ "
"We &dlnever regret having stopped this unlawful and
criminal war," the mutimeem replied. 'We would be outcasts from the ranks of the working class and of humanity
if we were to obey your orders la kill our Russian brothers."
"I have lived among sailors for thirty-five years,'' the
Admiral replied, "1 know them. I am old enough not to
be afraid of death!'
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His remarks were interrupted with &a: "Old swine1
Faker1 Blhuckerl Beat it, you iyrant1 Death? Throw
him over-!"
The Admiral then made a half turn, the d c e r s following him, and went back to the Jean-Bart.
At lo o'dack the Executive O l b r came around with
the propod to the demonstrators that it they dispersed
in good order, each of them would be given a bottle of
champagne(!). I'he allswer was: "We're not fish, and we
won't bite your bait."
"I have served fifteen months at the front with the
Marina," the oikm went on.
"Yes, safe in an d i c e in Paris," came the reply.
Upon which the Executive O&er turned round and left.
Upon leaving the France the Admiral had odered that
the boners be fkd. The first engine-room mate came to
announce the order, He was told that there was not enough
coal to take them to France, and that they would refuse
to carry out an order to set sail before the ship had taken
on 4
.
The sailors understood that once they were isalated it would be easier for the officers to deal with them

.

en r a t e .

~fter'dinnerthe sew reawmbIcd on the forecastle head
in order w c h m those who were to go in search of the
landing party at the northern fort, for there were too many
volunteers. The erithusiasm wits mounting. Alrnost all the
sailors were animated by a powerfuI revoIutionary spirit.
The o&em were bewildered and they did not know what
to do.
It was half past twelve in the aftwmn, The Russian
steamer Eherson was entering the madstad. It carried
about one hundred fifty men who were returning after a
long service in F ~ n c e .
When the .steamer was within twenty yards distance of
the battleship, the red flag was hmtecl on the main mast
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and the sailors kgan to sing the Illtermtionale at. ttt:
top of their voices. The impremion on board the Khmon
was tremendous. The passengersaailors and soldiersjoined in the singing. At that moment the &m6n%irators
were gathered on the quarterdeck of the Fra~zce,smie of
them even stood on the li1elines. A sailor of the France,
standing in the longboat, waved a red flag; on thk :Kherson a French sailor, perched in the shrouds, anhered
by waving a red
Aboard the France, the Jesti-Bart
and the Kherson the Atmationale was sung whik the
Kherson dropped anchor inside the harbor. I t was dn imp k v e moment. The commander rushed up to the bkidge
and pleaded with the delegates to remove the red hg.
VuiUemin intervend on his behalf, and the red flag w a s
-wed.
At that moment the crew of the Jrrstice, gathered oh the
Eorecastle head, began to sing the Intmationate and hised

&.

red pennant.
..
The Commander and the Executive Officer appeared on
the m e .
"Who hoisted this rag?" The commander asked.
Silenee.
"It wasn't hoisted by itself, was itYe he insisted.
"The entire crew is in it," tame of the sailors replied.
"So I have a crew of Bolsheviks?"
"Wewant to go back to France!"
'Tile discussion be tween the wimnandcr and the crew
lasted .an hour.
''There is one point on which they m o t l
x moved,''
the commander stated in his report, "and that is: 'The war
is over; we are not at war with the Russians; we want to
go back to France.' "
a

In the city the agitation was growing. From early mqmm and more French sailors could be s e n on the
streets. Some wore red ribbns on their jackets. The sailors
d e d on animated mnversations with the workers. The
streets were patrolled by both F m c h and Greeks, the
fomer walking around with an air of nonchalance, while
the latter were on their guard, ready to shoot At about
1:go in the afternoon the boats with the men from the
q u a h n who were given shore h e bqan to arrive at
the Grafsky wharf. A large m d gathered near the wharf.
Wban the longboats of the Jenn-Bart arrived, fol!owed by
those.bfthe France, on which he. tricolor war m rolled up
as to shaw only the red stripe, tbe sailors were greeted with
cbA large group of sailors, singing the I n r m b i o n a l c ,

iw m

~nanhrd up wide Ekaterinsknya Street toward the city.
The sailors accepted eagerly the banner of the Metal
Workem' Union which was pregenred to them by the workera Olme of them xuarched at the head of the m i o n ,
holding aloft the unfurled h n e r . The demonstration waq
rapidly gaining in size as it was pined by ever larger
numbers of sailors and civilians.
I d by French sailors, the demonstration moved very
slowly. At times it halted, and gome d the sailors, p"fied
on the shoulders of their d m , or standing on house
st*
spoke to the demonstrators.
'lhrrc were ahout three ~housanrldemonstrators In the
par+,
including from two hundred to three hundred
sailors. Each time a French patrol mardud by, it was
invited to join, and the sailors threw away their rifles and
Iratemiaed with the workera Nobody was d - n e i t h e r
the workers, nor the sailors. Those of the afmed detachments ashore had thrown away werythhg: rifles, bayonets,
and ewn artridge belts. This wars a grave mistake, w i t
tuout later.
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T l e demonsuators marched through Mmkaya Street
singing. The enthusiasm was p a t . Many sailom tore the
red pompons from their aps and wore them as Insignia
on their jackets. Others waved little red flags made of red
ti= or piemi of cloth fastened to sticks.
A little while afm tbgy had passed the squm, an automobile moving at great speed up Mocskap Street broke
into ahe crowd. It was $topped by the French sailors. The
&mr inside OM
the sailors to disperse, threatening
them with dire coquenaes. In answer, several &tors
jumped into the car and shmk the officer roughly, pushing
him back into the seat each time he tried to stick out his
head. Fuming with rage the officerhad to follow behind.
The demonstrators proceeded down M o h y a Street.
When they reached the City Hall, the Chairman of the
Revolutionary C d t t e e , who spoke perfect French, having once worked in the Galeria Lafayette department store
in Paris, delivered a short speech in which he thaolsed the
French d m for their support and wound up with the
slogans of the Revolutionary Committee: "Emcuation ot
the military from the city and u;ursfer of power to the
Swiet." He was freqwntly interrupted by enthusiastic
cheers. A sailor from the m w d made a speech in reply,
muring the Revolutionary Committee of the sympathy ot
the French estilors aud of their support.
T h e p-ion
mumed its march. By now it had been
joined by d o r s from all the warship lying in the roadstead Them were even some men from the landing parties, induding those from the Vmgniaud who had abandoned the semaphore signal post and m e down into the
city. At about four o'clock in the afternoon near Maller's
Phmacy, the demonstrators were appmdml by a lieutenant of o m of the ship who tried .to seize the red banner.
A heated dispute ensued, thew wcrc <bouts. threat%..A
sailor slapped the oEeer. The latter withdrew. Suddenly,
40
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without warning, volleys oE machine guns and rifles raog
out and bullets swept the street. Several squads oE Greek
~01diere,crouched at a p i n t where the street sloped d m ,
about a hundred yards away, had fired volley after volley
into the crowd. They were supported by a section of the
lean-Bart landing party, commanded by a lieutenant who
had given the order to machimpn the demonsmwts.
Jr was a gruesome scene. O n all sides Iay the dead; the
air was rent with &es and groans. Those who could ran
for cover into the side streets. The b a n n e r - h r , a helmsman fmm the VergniQud, mortally wounded by a bullet,
lay on the ground covered by the xed banner he had been
carrying. A petty o w , a brave man, who had continued
shouting "Porwardl Death to the dogs!" a h fell mortally
wounded and lay hside a young girl of sixteen who had
been killed outright. , The news of the ambush gpread
quickly in the bmm& arid on the battleships, musing a
storm of anger among the men.
A section of the landing party from the lean-Bart, which
remained at the semaphore post after it had been abandoned by the men from the Veggniaud, even wanted to
march into the city to open fire on the Greeks. The d6cers
held them back only at the point of revolvens.
The news of the shooting was brought to the France
by the men who came back from shore liberty. A group of
mutineers, headed by Vuillemin, rushed t m r d s tbe stern.
Some of them wanted to retaliate by shelling the GFeek
battleship Kilkls. They signaled this propma1 to the other
warship Vuillemin demanded that the officer-of-the-Watch
call the commander.
"What for?" asked the okm.Amid tense silence Vuillemin told him the story of the shooting that had taken
place Pshm. He delivered a sentimental speech. winding
up with a demand
for an inv-tigation and severe
punishment of thwe responsible. What naivere!

..

. ..
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of the crew, and another by the commander.
I The chatter of the machine-guns and the rifle volley
excited similar feelings of anger on board the lustice. The

One of the sailors of the ship had been wounded, Feeling
ran high. The commander came mund to talk to the
sailom He had heard the new, which h d been brought '
ro Admiral Amet while the commander had been in coderence with him in the afternoon.
The commander exerted every efEort to assuage*the anger
of his crew. A group of s;zilo.ors tried to prevail upon their
comrades to load the guns and open fire upon the Greek
batdeship Ktlkts, instead of dealing with the principal culprits-the French Army and Navy Headquarters. Oilicers
and mates then made a ~wshto get hold of the small arms
and rifles; the breechblmks of the big guns were I-emovcd
to a StOreFDMEl.

The temper of the men was the same nn board the
tion, desaiks the situation aboard the ship in ihe follow-

"We came on board in a rage at what had happened
ashore, and distributed among the rest of the crew the
leaflets which the Russian c o d e s had given us. A group
of sailore then rushed to the armory to seize rifles and
bayonets so that we might take revenge. But the arms had
&appeared. Even the percussion locks of the guns had
been removed. We were weaponless1 It was then that,
furious with rage, we went up to the forecastle head and
hoisted the ral flag to the top uf the mkt. The mruma*q
remained unruffled when the smi11b of the ~;tternoiionuk
raw in the air."

L

,

The Admiral, who had undoubtedly hoped to q u a the.
revolt with the machine-guns on Morskaya Street, now
realized that the &t
was the exact revem. The revolt
was assuming menacing proportions. H e therefore resorted
to his usual subterfuges.
That same evening, the &cer who had given the order
to fire on the dernomtration wmn~ittedsuicide-undoubtedly orders from above. By his death he m k upon himself
the blame for something far which he was not alone
The Admiral also decided that the section of the ]tanBart which had taken part in the shooting should nor return on board. In fact an announcement was posted in
h e battery that "if the Petty Oftiter Marine
returns
on bard he will be hanged." Incidentally it is known that
his men had not followed his example, but had fired. into
the air. Actually. this section nwer retunled to the Admir-.
al's ship and went back to France aboard the hospital ship

.. .
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SAI U)KS AND SOLDIERS--MASTEW OF THEIR OWN DESTIN I'

At that moment the clews were fully in mnml on 'all
khe warships! The soldiers now followed their example.
At ;o'clock that evening a delegation of the army stationed ashore came on bad the France. It consisted of
an adjutant, a sergeant, two aoprals and two soldim of
the 175th Infantry. The delegates congmtulated the sailon
and asked them to s t a 4 by the soldiem, as the latter feared
the colonial troop&They asked the sailors- not to sail without && The .sailors assured them that they would oot
1-e
ihem on Russian soil; Phat &erc?awas a sufficient number of merchant ship to stake them dl to F m c e . The delegation left the h i p , confident of the sailors*mistance, but
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without having taken any measures to establish regular
cunnmtions and to coordinate the work.
Ar nine o'clock the commander sent for Vuillemin. An
exciting conversati011 tmk place in the presena of a lieutenant which lasted till midnight. When Vuillemin entered
the commander's cabin he was offered a chair, but he
refused to take it. The commander then oEePed him a
cigarette, which he again refused to accept. Vuillemin presented the demands of the uew. When the commander
asked him to persuade the sailors to mainrain calm Vuillemin replied that he could do nothing with this unruly
crowd, bur that he would try his best to avoid a clash.
The commander, greatly imp-,
gave hif word of
honor that no disciplinary measures or any measures of
repression would be cakw against the crew. T o VuiWn's
remark that there were superiors, the cammandw replied
that in case there was a cuurt martial he would himself
be put in the dock, as the best detender of his men
"If I bring my ship back to French waters in gtml order,
wich my o6cen, my mates and a l l the men, I shall forget
everything," he said. "However, I shall never forgive those
who hoisted the red flag, nor those who went to search
for the landing party."

One o'clock in the morning. The night is very calm, the
weather fine. But the red warship is awake. Every quarterhour her searchlights sweep the roadstead, scanning the
ships and, above all, the shore. The delegates haw taken
control of the d g b t s in order to make sure that they
are not rurprkd by the coIoniaI troops. Below deck, the
sailors atand watch over the munitions rooms.
Machinists, s t o h , electricians ensure the regular func44
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timing of the boilers, e l d c m o m , pump, the lighting

*ys-

The &legam have assigned the duties for tbe day, and
they are the only ones whom the men obey, The searchlights are manned by two dmri&ns and a petty &r.
They are relieved every two how.
There are no sentinels on the bridge, but the electricians
sound the signal "all men on deck" at the l a s t sign of
alarm.
O n that night the eye of the mo1ution kept watch aver
the slumberiq roadstead.
Imagine what would have happened+ it might have
but for an accident-if on that afternoon, or the next day,
the Jhtet--on which were men who knew what they
wanted*
arrived ready for battle, red flag aMt, the
&cers m t e d .
The+whole squadron would have

follawed...

. ..

Several days later dl the French warships left Seca~topol
for Fmm. On May 1, 1 ~ 1 9 ,the city debrated its L i b -

tioa.
N d l y the solemn promises were not kept. The sailms of the France, as well as of the other ships, paid dearly
for their magnanimity. Once the big battleship entered tbe
drydtxk at Bizerte, where they had agreed to go, the men
were given m a 1 leave, and therefore landed without m.
After that it was easy to arrest & “ringleaders."
But the whole Swmtopl fleet had quit the Black Sea.

ONE ~mIS beyond dispute: As a resul~ of the Bhck
Sea Revolt, F m c h irnperialiwn was compelled td reb'nquish
its ~tmrrgleholdon

I

I

'

the October Rewoiulwn.
I
Thatnwasa most important, a most vital fa& for the
.
; Russian 'Revolution.
I
Clwenanu. Millerand, and their friends, hd to content -I
! t8emselyes with the sewices of their m e m a r b D e n i k i n ,
- W-I
and 0th-in
their attempt to overthrow the
October R d u t i o n . h t e r it was the Polish gentry and
colonels. However, all &ex troopg-the "Russian Volunteers," the Poles and Serbs-were inferior, from wety standpoint, to the French army, which by the end d 191%had
s
reached irs greatest might and the high& d q p e of .techI n*al dckncy. The White Guards, even though ibunI Idandy supplied with material, and even when oDmmanded
I by French omm* did not rate as a formidable inUrument
I
in the war directed by Generals Franchet d'EspQey, Berthe- I
lot and Foch. That was the great importanoe d the Black
Sea Revolt. It contributed tremendously to the triumph
of &hegreat Socialist Revolution in R d a
The work@ dam, the labring peaamtry, the peaples of I
Rush, led in a titanic struggle by the
of L a i n and Stalin, and their young Red Amy, with
kunte, V d i l o v a d Budyonny, h d l y daarad tht

'

I
I

I
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The imporcanw of the Black Sea Revolt also
in the fact that, under the influence of the p t Socialist
Revolution, be mmes of sailors, addim m d workem m e
in Franenot ody against the &mhd de&m of rbe
French imperialists, but atso against the d c i d SodalDmmaaaIc leaders who had pmtituted dmwelvea to the
b-ie
since 1914: the "Rightn Socidhts d the type
of Renaudel, the ''Center" as exemplified by L h n Blum,
and the "Lefts*'of the type of Paul Faure, as well as the
trade union traitors of the Union srrcrde ( " S a d Unione*)
like L4ou Jouhaux and Georges Dumoulin.
But it must never be forgotten that this p t victory
dt ;
1pmletariat and the people of France, and of the
international proletariat, was really the victory of the Bolshevik Party, which m d e d in winning the army for
the awe of the people. It ~ u d indthis dedsiw task,
for which innumerable heroes gave their lives.
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